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ABSTRACT With respect to a glass-enclosed atrium space which it is intended 
to construct in a temperate region, such space involving the cooling of the 
occupied space, on tlie assumption of the buoyant ventilation being conducted by 
discnarging the stagnant mass of heat in the upper stratum b_y operating openings 
facing the outside air, an attempt was made to predict the effects of such 
ventilation by numencal calculations. The resU.Its obtained ascertained that 
removal of the stagnant mass of beat was effective in improving the radiation 
environment of the occupied space and also in reducing the cooHng load (sensible 
heat) both in all-day cooling and at peak times of cooling. That is, it was possible 
to predict a reduction in both cooling energy (sensible heat) consumption and 
cooling-system capacity . This indicates that passive "opened cooling*" ,which 
assumes that heat stratification occurs in a large space, has the potential to be very 
effective in a temperate region as well as a cold region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An atrium space, which has come into increasingly wide use in architectural plans 
regardless of the region and use of a building in recent years, sufficiently retains its 
function as a semi-outdoor space, as is, in cold regions. Whereas, in temperate 
regions, due to higher outdoor temperatures, partiC?ularly during spring ~d summer 
(or dunng summer and autumn), an atnum space 1s generally converted mto an 
outdoor space on the assumption of full-space cooling.f 1] Actual measurements 
show that a large space forms a distinctively horizonta contour (heat stratification) 
of dry-bulb temperatures[2], indicative of tlie conc~t of localized cooling of the 
occupied space m the lower stratum alone. rather than full-syace cooling. In other 
words, the effect of high-temperature radiation from the wal face of the mass of 
stagnant heat in the upper stratum is to increase the cooling load and cause 
discomfort in the occupied space. hnproving the radiation environment of the 
occ1:1p.ied spacef3lby an efficient di~charge of this m.ass o( st~gnant heat[41, thus 
avo~ding wastefuf energy con~umptlon. is the essential pomt m the thennru 
environmental plan for an atnum. 

This paper attempts to predict the resulting improvements in the internal 
thennal environment when the buoyant ventilat10n by the operation of openings to 
the outside air is adopted, using as a model an atrium being planned for a new 
airport project in Kyushu. That is, the influence of high-temP.erature radiation 
from the wall faces in the upper stratum of the cooling space is lessened by the 
lowering of the wall-face temperatures in that stratum by means of discharging the 
mass of stagnant heat in the upper stratum through the openings provided m that 
$lratum. lri th is state, reducuon of energy (sensible heat) consumption anc~ 
improvement of the level of comfort can be attempted by the localized coolmg of 
the occupied space. The .effect of this attempt is analyzed by simple simulation, 
for the purpose of evaluation. 

•opel).ed co9ling : Localized cooling of the occupied space, with some of its upper 
portion bemg feft open. 
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2. METHOD OF SIMULATION 

2 I Successive integration method . . . 
· . Langyage used and program software : Successive mtegrat10n method by 

N88~BAS!C. . . c fr d. · h 
Method of analysis : Separation 9f convection heat lraJ1S1er om ra 1ation . eat 
transfer with respect to the constituent walls of the sub,1eqt spac~ for .analysis, 
and analysis of changes in . temperatur<; <µid tl)ermal load 111 the imag inary 
zones representing tlie subject space d1v1ded into upper, middle and lower 
zones (3 temperature zones). 

2.2 Modeling for simulation . . . . 
. Set region and use of the buildmg, etc. : The waiting Job.by (atnum) of the 

planned airport tenninal building is used as a 1I!odel. (Figure-I ) 
. Setting of the imaginary zones : It bas been clanfied from actual me?Surements 

that m a large space, a horizontal contour of dry-b~1lb temperature~ 1s f9nned, 
particularly m the summer. Thus, on the assumption of heat strat1fican9n 
occurring, the space is divided into the upper, m1.ddle and J~wer (occupied 
space) zones or imaginary zones. Then, the sµbJe~t . space is made to .serve as 
both a Space-I and a Space-II, these spaces b~mg JOmed together. (Ftgure-2) 
In the interface between the two spaces const1tutmg the atnum (Space-I and 
Space-II), a virtual party wall is proyided s9 that no.heat ex9h~ge by 
convection between the two spaces 1s penmtted, while penmttmg be~t . . . 
exchanges by radiation. Thi~ i~ because the use of the. buoyant vent1.lat1on 1s 
believei:l to greatly affect rad1at1on from the wall faces m the upper stratum to 
each of the 1magmary zone~ a~.d also because radi.ation is exQected .to be a 
determinant substanhaJJy auectmg the thermal environment of each 1magmary 
zone. . d · b 'd · · Opening for discharging the heated. air and mtro ~cmg t e outs_1 e a1r : . 

Slit-shaped openings are provided m the top portion and !he !Yllddl~ poft10n of 
Space-I a_nd in the top portion of Space-~ a\ong the long1tudmal direction of 
the building, to perform .th~ buoyant vepn\ation by the stack effect (temperature 
differences between the 1ns1de and outside). 
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Figure 1. External appearance and sectional plan Figure 2. Modeling for simulation 
E.•p. !'lo. I - No. ti : Nu mber or'°"" 

. • !II I - I!! 3 : Number or opcn1ns• 2 .3 Outdoor cond1t1ons 
Using the data on HASP1988 (Fukuoka), an analysis is made for every hour 

of a typical spring day and a typical summer aay (May I and August I). 
2.4 Indoor conditions 

Cooling of the occupied space of the atrium is assumed to be for 24 hours, 
that is, c. ontinual. Also, m the room adjoining the atrium\ dry-bul.b temperatures 
are assumed to be maintained at a constant 26 "C (summer) or 24 "C (spnng). 

3. SPECIFICATION OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

In order to ascertain tbe effect of the buoyant ventilation on the thennal 
environment inside the atrium, the respective results of the effects of such 
ventilation in the summer and the spnng (Table-I) are compared for the purpose 
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of predic~ng .the energy-saving effects and level of comfort of the occupied space. 
3 .1 Operation m summer . 

Based on the assumption of "cooling of the occupied space", three different 
cases are assumed: namely, "all the O,{'enmgs to the ou.tside air are kept shut", 
"one opening in the top zone is open , and "openings. 1ri the ¥.pper ana .Jower 
strata are open". Also in order to explore the poss1b1hty of non-coolmg of the 
occupied space", an adcutional case is. assumed. "Cooling of t!ie occupiea space" 
means that respective lower stratums m Space-I and Space-II (1.e., Stratum No.3 
and 6 in Figure-2) are cooled to maintain temperature~ unifolTilly at 26 °C . "One 
opening in the top zone is open" means that the opemngs m the top stratum of 
Space-I and Space- II are open. "Openings in the upper and lower strata are open" 
means that the opening in the top and middle strata m Space-I and one in the top 
stratum in Space-II are op~n . . . 

Cooling of the occu_p1ed space assumes tJ:te occurrence of locahzed coolmg 
using heat stratification. l;hus, heat ge.nerateq mtemal.ly, ~ch as that from h~an 
bodies is assumed to be mtroduced directly mto the 1magmary zones accordmg to 
the tediperature levels of plumes, without mixing with such beat in the occupied
space stratum. Similarly the outside air flowing inside through the openings is 
assumed to be introduced into th.e imaginary zones according to its !emperatur~ 
level, with no heat ~xchapge taking place en n:mte. Con.seguently, m the daytime 
in summer the outside air is assumea to flow mto the middle or upper stratum to 
cool the watl faces of the strata in the stagnant heat mass region to then 
conceivably ease high-temperature radiation from these wall faces to tJ1e occupied 
SJ?ace witliout mixing witli the air in the occupied space stratum (26 C constant). 
This easing of high-temperature radiation is belj.eved to contri~ute to a r~duction 
in the co.oling load (sensible h~at) o. f the occupied space. Strl~tly spe~mg, there 
is a cooling road (latent heat) m human body heat and the outstde air.inflow. 
However the effect of this latent heat is excluded from analysis in this paper. 

3.2 011erat'ion in spring or autumn 
Based on the assumption of "non-air-conditioning of the occupied space", the 

operation of tl1e openings in spring or autumn is set in the same manner as in 
summer. A case of "coolinE of ilie occupied space alone", with all the openings 
kept closed is also assumed~ Thus, 4 cases in total are analyzed. 

Table- I Cases analyzed 
Summer Spnnll 

Case Occupied °""nin'2 to Outside Air Cnso Occupied On1min11 to Outside Air 
No. Space l opening in j 2 openings in No. Space I I opening in 2 openings in 

Coolinll ton stratum I unntor & lower Slrtlta Coolin a too stratum unN•f & lower Strata 
1-1 0 - - 2-1 - - -
1-2 0 0 - 2-2 - 0 -
1-3 0 - 0 2-3 - - 0 
1-4 - - 0 2-4 0 - -

Note : In the table, " 0 ' re resents "used" and "-"''not used". p 

4. RESULTS 

4. l Air temperature and qperative temperature . 
Air temperatures m the upper, middle and lower strata m summer and 

operative temperatures in the center portion of the occupied spaces of Space-I and 
Space-II are shown in Figure-3 and 4, respectively . 

In Space-I Case 1-2 m which only the top stratum opening is open, as . 
compared to Case 1-1 in which all the openings are closed, snows reductions m 
both the day 's maximum temperature and the Clay ' s average temperature, 
Particularly in the U.Pper and middle strata. Such reductions are even m9re 
markedly manifest in Case l-3 where, in addition to the top stratum openmg 
being open those in the middle stratum are also opened. Moreover, Case f-3 
shows a. slight reduction in operative temperatures also. This indicates that 
removal of the stagnant mass of heat in tJ1e upper and middle strata by the . 
buoyant ventilation has the effect of raising tile level of comfort in the occupied 
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space. Also, in Case 1-4 of non-air-conditioning of the occupied space, while the 
upper- and midd~e-stratum temperaq1res are lowered by the bt!OY.an~ ventilation , 
more tJ1an those m C~e 1-l, operative temperatures f!Se. Thi~ md1cates that in 
summer when the outside-air temperature levels are high, coolmg of the occupied 
space is essential . 

In Space-II, in which solar radiation is very moderate compared to Space-I 
temperature levels are on the low side by an.d ~arge , but djfferences between the 
above cases clearly show a tendency quite similar to that ID S_pace-1. However 
for the reason that no heat exchange by . con".ection .be~een Space-I anq Spa~e~II 
is supposed to occur, effects of the outside air flowmg m from the openmgs m 
the up~r and lower strata in Cases l -3 and 1-4 appear to be very marginal in 
Space-II, compared to Space-I. 
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Next. the results for spring are shown in Figure-5 and Figure-6, in the same 
manner as the results for summer. 

In both Space-I a.11d Space-II, Cases 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 show a.Qproximately the 
same tendency fo the spnng as l.1l the summer. One notable difference is iliat the 

effects of opened cooling on the operative temperatures in the occupied space 
become more pronouncea in the spring than in the summer. This can probably 
be !ittributed to the generally low lev~Is of the outside air tem}:1erature~ in the 
spnng as compared to the sun:uner, with the result that the wall faces m the 
stagnant heat mass region in the upper and middle strata are effectively cooled by 
the outside airi..greatly affecting the radiation environment in the occupied space. 
Also, in Case L-~. overaJI temperatures are on the high side, compared to Cases 
2-1 and 2-2. These results indicate that it is better in terms of both cooling 
energy consumption and level of comfort to adjust the thermal environment inside 
by b1,1oyant ventilation, rather than air-condition the occupied space with the 
openings kept shut. 
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4.2 Outdoor air inflow through openings 
For the cases in which openings are opened to the outside air the flow rates 

of the outside air from the openings at peak times of cooling load are shown in 
Figure-7. From Figure-7, it can tie seen that as compared to Cases 1-2 and 2-2 in 
which only the top-stratum openings are open, the rate of the outside-air inflow 
can be expected to increase 15y 4 to 6 times in Cases 1-3, 1-4 and 2-3 where the 
openings m the middle stratum in Space-I are additionally opened. 
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4.3 Thennal load 
With respect to the cases involving the air-conditioning_ of the occupied space, 

cooling loads (sensible heat) at peak tunes of cooling and for aJl-day cooling are 
shown in Figure-8 and Figure-9, respectively. From these figures, tt can be seen 
that in summer, cooling loads (sensible heat) are reduced by opened coolingbboth 
at peak times of cooling load and in al.I-day cooling, indicating a good possi ility 
of obtaining reductions m air-conditioning equipment capacity and coolmg energy 
{sensible heat). Particularly in Case 1-3 
m which, bes1des the top-stratum openings in Space-I and Space-II, the middle
stratum openings in Space-I are additionatly kept open, the cooling load (sensible 
heat) can be decreased~ about 20% more both at peak. times of cooling and in a 
all-day cooling than in Case l-1 in which all the openings are shut. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

CASE 1 -2 CASE 1 -3 CASE2-4 

It has been found that by opening the top- and upper-stratum openings in the 
cooling space.i the mass of stagnant heat in the top and upper strata is removed, to 
reduce the efrects of high-temperature radiation on the occupied space and thus 
improve the tl1errnal environment in the occupied space. It nas also been found 
that in the swnme!:_, the cooling load (sensible heat) of the occupied space can be 

·reduced by about L0% both at peak tJmes of cooling load and in all-day cooling, 
pennitting reductions in air-conditioning equipment capacity and cooling energy 
(sensible beat) consmnption. In the spring also, opened cooling alone can 
adeq~~tely maintain the thermal environment in the occupied space in appropriate 
conditions. 
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